Abstract. To treat boundary value problems with nonlinearity of the form g(u) where g 6 L^(R) one must extend g to be multiple valued. Once this is done weak solutions are obtained.
1. Introduction. This paper discusses semilinear differential equation with nonlinear term, g(u), involving a discontinuous function g. For definiteness we will consider the example (1) -Ak + g(u) = / inß, At points of continuity g(s) is one number while at points of discontinuity g(s) is an entire interval. The graph of g is the graph of g with the jumps filled in. It is known that for any/ E Hx(ti)' = /f_,(Q) there is a u E HX(Q) and a y E #_,(ß) n L.(ß) such that
It is in the sense of (3), (4) that one has -Aw + g(u) = /. One might guess that since g is continuous except at a countable set that the multiple valued property of g is inessential and actually y = g(u) a.e. regardless what values g is assigned at the jump. This hope evaporates with the following Example. Let / = 0 and g(0 + ) > 0 > g(0 -). The solution of (4), (5) is u = 0 and it is clearly very important that g(0) 3 0. In the monotone theory, the necessity of filling in the jumps of g is dictated by general results which emphasize the importance of maximal monotonicity in proving that maps are surjective (see [1, §11.5] ). It is the goal of this paper to show that entirely analogous results are true when g is not monotone. One only needs that "ultimately" g has increased, that is lini,_>_00g(j) <limJ_>+00 . It is also interesting that for g which are not monotone the discontinuities may be more numerous and more varied and the process of "filling in the jumps" is correspondingly more delicate.
Though we only present the details for the elliptic problem (3), (4), analogous results are true for hyperbolic and parabolic equations. We mention some examples at the end of the paper.
2. Filling in the jumps. Suppose g: R -R is in L'£C(R), that is, the restriction of g to any bounded interval / is in L^I).
For any e > 0 and s E R let ge(s) = ess sup g(s), g_(s} = ess inf g(s). |r-*|<« |»-»1<«
For s fixed g(s) is a decreasing function of e and g is increasing in e. Let
The function g is upper semicontinuous and g is lower semicontinuous. Example. If g has a jump discontinuity at s then
We define a multiple valued function by
Theorem. Suppose g: R -R is in Lx£ and for some s, (5) ess sup g < ess inf g.
(-oo, -s) (î'0°)
For any f E HX(Q)' there is a u E Hx(2) and a y E //,(ß)' n L,(ß) such that (6) -Am + y =/ in Q, and (7) y(x)Eg(u(x)) a.e.inSl.
Proof. Choose a number a such that g(-t) < a < g(t) for almost all / with \t\ > s. Replacing g by g -a and / by / -a we may assume without loss of generality that ess sup^^^g < 0 < ess inf(joo)g.
Choose / E C0°°(-1, 1) such that / > 0 and /f "/(s) ds = 1. Let/"(j) = nj(nx) and g" = j*g. A natural way to attack the problem (6), (7) is to find exact solutions of the perturbed problems -Am + g"(u) = /and consider the limit n -oo. To avoid assuming familiarity with the perturbed problem we will use a Galerkin procedure which at the nth stage gives an approximate solution to -Am + g"(M) = /.
Choose finite dimensional subspaces Vn c -r7i(ß) n Lx(iï) so that Vn+X d V" and (J " V" is dense in HX(Q). For any n > 0 define T": V" -K"' by <r"(M),€>= fVu-Vu + g"(M)ü -/b ¿¿x for any u, v E Vn. We choose un E Vn such that Tn(un) = 0. To see that this is possible observe that for u E V".
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (T"(u), u) = f |VM|2+ ug"(u)-fu dx.
• We may pass to the limit n -oo since v E LJiß) = L,(ß)' to obtain (8) f Vu ■ Vv + yv -fv dx = 0 Vu E Vm.
Jq
Since m was arbitrary this holds for all v E U Vm. In particular, I/"yo|< cHoIIj VüEUFm, so -y E Hx(ü)'. Therefore, since U Vm is dense in W,(ß), the identity (8) extends by continuity to all v E //,(ß). Thus -Am + y = f. To finish the proof we must show thaty E g(u) a.e. or, equivalently, jr(«(x)) < y < g(M(x)) a.e. in ß.
Let tj > 0 be a positive number. Since un converges a.e. to u we may choose a set w so that |co| < tj, and m" -m uniformly on ß \ ¿o, m E L^ (ß \ to).
Thus for any e > 0 there is an n0 > 2/e such that for n > n0, \un(x) -u(x)\ < e/2 for all x E ß \ <o. If n > n0 and x E ß \ co, then gn(Mn(x)) is an average of g over the interval \s -un(x)\ < e/2 which is a subset of the interval (u(x) -e, u(x) + e). Therefore _£(«(*)) < 8n(»n(x)) < g(u(x)).
Equivalently, if h E LM(ß \ co), h > 0 a.e. then / 8Mx))h<f Sn(un(x))h<[ ge(u(x))h.
Jil\u •'ti\ù> Ja\a
Let « -oo using the weak convergence of g"(M") to obtain f ge(u(x))h<( yh<f ge(u(x))h.
Since u is bounded on ß \ to, Lebesgue's theorem allows us to take the limit e -* 0 to obtain f g(u(x))h <[ yh<f g(u(x))h.
Since A > 0 was arbitrary it follows that £(u(x)) < y < g(u(x)) a.e. x Eß\to.
Since we may choose tj as small as we like, it follows that g(u) < y < g(u) a.e. in ß and the proof is complete.
3. Some other problems. It is clear that other elliptic operators and different boundary conditions can be treated without essential changes. In addition, examples where the linear elliptic operator has a kernel are mentioned in [2] .
It is also true that semilinear hyperbolic and parabolic equations can be handled. For example, we have the following result for a nonlinear wave equation. with initial data given by (9), (10). The proof proceeds by standard techniques together with modification from §2 needed to handle the fact that g is discontinuous. One could also use the method mentioned before of choosing un to be an exact solution of utt -Am + gn(u) -0 and then consider the limit n -» co controlling the g"(un) term as in §2. Similar results can be obtained for strongly nonlinear parabolic equations. The point is that with the right "sign condition" on g one can obtain a weak solution provided one fills in the jumps of g as in §2. The emergence of multiple valued maps is an essential feature of discontinuous semilinear equations.
